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Here's a link to the google Pixel 3 camera (slomo working): copyrights are designed to harm 3 Buggy Android 10 for GCam lovers, but hopefully after reading this you'll love it. Is GCam stuck on HDR processing? Or Shutter doesn't work? Or the picture does not save? Or Save just a green photo? Will have to restart after taking some
pictures?. Who needs an Android 10 GCam sleek and fast experience like a pie on Nokia devices? Obviously every one that just updated the OS is 9 to 10 including me. Here's what you need to do for a smoother GCam experience. Let's dig ... ... 1.Uninstall all GCams first (recommended)2.Install PX V4.1 camera or 4.2 choice is yours.
Download the links below, don't need to download again if you have any version of the these //f.celsoazevedo.com/file/cfiles/gcm1/PXv4.2_GoogleCamera_7.2.014.apk3.After Installing No Snap Photo, just turn off the movie and go to setting up the camera4. The settings will have the PX Mod Setting5 option. On top of the 4th issue you
will find the option of the Non-SL frame count to set it as little as possible, I suggest you put it 56.In the same menu at number 7 you will find the option of Super Res Zoom always on Turn it off if it is on7. On the 8th issue in the same setting you will see the option of the Method of merging the power of the sabers Turn off it8. Close the
camera and goto its properties by clicking and holding the camera icon a little I will appear just click on it9. Click on Advanced, Click on Battery10.Then click on Battery Optimization11. On the top side in the center will be the option NOT OPTIMIZED12. Tap it and click on the All Apps button it will take some time to download all the
apps13. Find the PX camera there and click on it, a flash toast will appear14. Click On Optimize and Made15. Reboot your device Now check the camera and share your experience, battery optimization is the main factor that worries the application. Turn off this feature for all apps that don't work normally. Even for other GCam they will
work for sure Camera was not able to capture the picture because the amount of SL needs a heavy processor, the SD665 lacks power. Its just thinking or....? ? For me, video recording is more important than PictureI used to use back.rider in Android 9, but now it's a problem (Photos are not recorded and processed for hours) 0 Original
stream of first messages and discussions here. Hello! With a lot of GCam ports out there (thanks to the developers), my goal is to make all the necessary functions work on our phone, all the while making things as simple and clean as possible. Unlike existing ports, which have many tweaks to tinker, I aspire to a non-config port that just
works well. Please note that I am not a developer per se; These include them. you see, it was just a hobby that I do in my spare time and it came to me to know one day that I want to share my efforts with everyone else. The quote: This port is designed and works well on my Nokia 7 Plus (TA-1046) running Android 9.0 pie. For the most
part, it doesn't need extra configs after installation. I did, however, provided a few extra tweaks that you can play around to your wish. If it works on your device, not the Nokia 7 Plus, it's great! If not, please don't request fixes and/or features, but instead head over to this site and look for one that works well on yours. Also, if you're into a lot
of fashion settings, this may not be the port for you. Again, check out the link for other ports. WHAT WORKING QUOTE: All photos (HDR, Portrait Mode, Panorama, Photo Sphere) and video stuff Night Sight Tracking Autofocus Motion Photography Photobooth Lens Blur Slow Motion Face Strain for Front Camera (may be disabled in later
versions) Playground (AR stickers): download here Running with lockscreen DOWNLOAD quote: GCam_6.2. 030-N7P-test1.3 (final) (original post) Changelog: - Switch directly save Portrait Shots /DCIM/Camera (thanks san1ty): A lot of people like this feature, so here it is. But keep in mind: I haven't done any extensive tests to check if a
portrait bug from previous versions still occur here; So far so good. Use at your own risk. - Switch to using custom lib (from @cstark27): from the custom libs I've tried, Sav V3 is still the best in my opinion. This significantly reduces the black crush while keeping noise reduction, etc. just like stock lib. However, it also reduces overall
contrast and/or saturation. It's your choice. - Included DCI-P3 color space: I honestly don't know what it does, but I hope that allows it to bring some improvement. - Corrected blurry RAW photos (thanks for tips @Urnyx05): RAW (.dng) photos will no longer be washed out of the camera. Again, if the app lags or acts strangely, just clear
application data and follow the installation instructions described in previous versions. Download: GCam_6.2.030-N7P-test1.3 Previous versions: F.A.S. Citation: What are GCam settings used for? These are additional features on top of the original Google Camera app for Pixel devices that give more room for the user to play around.
Later versions have a Gcam settings info page called O, which summarizes each additional setting. What are the best settings? I made this port such that no special configs and adjustments are required for the most part. You change switches as location if you want, of course. Also, I've included GCam settings for additional settings in
case someone wants to make some additional changes. Why, when I fully zoom in, the display stops halfway, but the final photo is actually enlarged? Why, when I double-click on the zoom, the final final seems to be a little bit shifted compared to what is displayed? I answered it here. Why is the maximum megapixel for the front camera
only 4MP while the spare camera can go up to 16MP? I honestly don't know why, but I'm sure only a nokia camera can use the full potential of the sensor. Even third-party hardware analysis applications will always declare 4MP. But it produces some seriously good photos for 4MP size, right? Why isn't it installed in my device? This may
be for several reasons: (1) it was designed for Android 9.0 Pie, so there is no certainty that it will work on lower versions; (2) may be in conflict with an existing GCam application so in this case, delete that first before installing this. If it wasn't, the reboot might have helped. Or at worst, a hard reset can be done. I LIKE THANK YOU
awesome developers for great GCam ports. Of course, special thanks to @Arnova8G2 @cstark27, @S4turno, @Tolyan009, B-S-G, and everyone on the Nokia 7 plus Google Camera HDR XDA thread and other social media platforms. Best! The following 57 users say thank you back.rider555 for this useful post: View Gift back.rider555
Ad-Free A.Ekimenkov (February 28, 2019), AdRi_232 (April 4, 2019), Al-Bcherrany (February 28, 2019), atasa1 (March 28, 2019), awesomeand awesome (1st March 1st March 2019). 2019), bgoel4132 (28 February 2019), Breselman (5 September 2019), brinzei (March 1, 2019), Chirag Pal (March 1, 2019), christ59520 (March 15,
2019), cojopaco (April 3, 2019), damijanpil 2019), Danilo Panteleic (February 28, 2019), darkb7 (February 28, 2019), fdc77 (April 8, 2019), fornix (March 1, 2019), GFWW (March 4, 2019), goki1 (May 3, 2019). goodoane (February 28, 2019), 2019), hemant.kamat (April 11, 2019), hooooossamq (November 7, 2019), hotFIRESTORM (April
20, 2019), isrltd (February 28, 2019), Joro_D (February 28, 2019) , juanyllo87 (October 10, 2020) , Juffex (March 1, 2019), kevin.kvik (February 28, 2019), Liftedcorn (February 28, 2019), Linux-Freak (February 28, 2019), love4chat (June 28, 2019), MadalinC (April 16, 22 Ma NiaoH (April 8, 2019), Meraj018 (August 11, 2019), midjail
(March 18, 2019), Mrgbuz (February 6, 2020), mrkrazy (March 4, 2019), Mystic47 (March 1, 2020), mrkrazy (March 4, 2019), Mystic47 (March 1, 22 (February 28, 2019), nemo07 (February 28, 2019), prabhatrai (March 1, 2019), S4turno (February 28, 2019), saiz0313 (April 19, 2019), Sh0m1 (April 19, 2019) Sh0m1 (1 March 2019),
ShapeCharger99 (February 28, 2019), SirGarmaples (March 1, 2019), stjames (March 1, 2019), surgeharb (May 23, 2019), Sztaniel (February 28, 2019), TheArt. (March 2, 2019), Tomar777 (March 4, 2019), trveller72 (March 18, 2019), tyneymo (April 22, 2019), Vule99 1 (February 28, 2019), wapvikas (March 8, 2019), ibu (February 28,
2019) February 28, 2019, 06:12 PM (#2 Senior Member The quote: Originally published back.rider555 Original thread of the first posts and discussions here. Hello! With C From the GCam ports out there (thanks to the developers), my goal is to make all the necessary functions work on our phone, all the while making things simple and
clean possible. Unlike existing ports, which have a lot of tweaks to tinker with, I aim for a non-config port that just works well. Please note that I am not a developer per se; You see, it was just a hobby that I do in my spare time and it came to me to know one day that I want to share my efforts for everyone else. WHAT WORKING All
photos (HDR, Portrait Mode, Panorama, Photo Sphere) and Video Stuff Night Sight Tracking Autofocus Motion Photos Photobooth Lens Blur Slow Motion Auto Motion Distortion Lens Distortion Correction on Faces (for Front Camera) Playground (AR Stickers) Running from download lock screen I WOULD WOULD THANK awesome
developers for wonderful GCam ports. Of course, special thanks to @Arnova8G2, @cstark27, @S4turno, Tolyan009, B-S-G, and everyone on the Nokia 7 plus Google Camera HDR XDA thread and other social media platforms. Best! Your golden genues thank you very much heading for the comparison abs test on February 28, 2019,
06:21 PM No #3 Junior member More back.rider555 Thx lot!!! February 28, 2019, 18:30 #4 Why the night sight and normal mode do not have another picture (the same result), does it really work? February 28, 2019, 7:51 p.m. #5 senior member of Delhi More Night Look is not working on Nokia 6.1 plus pie. In fact it takes rice, but the
viewfinder hangs. Any help March 1, 2019, 12:23am no #6 quote: Originally published awirrxray Why night sight and normal mode do not have another picture (same result), does it really work? Download the last test2.3, it fixes the error on March 1, 2019, 01:40 am No #7 Senior member of Buenos Aires More All versions of the Gcam
crash very often when I switch modes, for example, from normal to video, night sight, etc. specialty if there is some background processing HDR. It's a pain in a__. March 1, 2019, 02:46 AM -#8 quote: Originally published by NahuelMS All versions of the Gcam crash very often when I switch modes, for example, from normal to video, night
vision, etc. specialty if there is some background processing HDR. It's a pain in a__. Have you tried data clearing/re-installing apps? Or tried to reboot the phone? The most serious case I've experienced so far was when the app started crashing at the start that I can't use it at all; this happened after re-switching between slow motion. One
phone reboot fixed it, however. March 1, 2019, 07:40 AM No #9 Senior Member More News MGC_6.1.021'BSG-Arnova-TlnNeun version : - Fix menu for Samsung - Fixation motion photo for Photobooth on devices - Fixing the green hue on the front camera on well-known devices - Add the exposure menu - Add Maximum Memory. -
Added switch for front cameras with viewfinder upside down in Mode. - Added switch for power use RAW10 in the front camera - Added switch to use 4K for video in the front camera - Added color transformform from Pixel 3 - Added Saber Auto, On and Off - Slow Motion now works - Cleaning up multiple codes and something else ...
Обновление разработчиков : - Обновление от MGC_6.1.021-MI8'V2e.apk от BSG - Добавить пиксель 3 AWB Mod от BSG, Savitar - Включено Super Res Увеличить для некоторых устройств По san1ty - Fix для некоторых устройств По HomerSp - Исправлена кнопка кликера кнопки кнопки HomerSp и Urnyx05 - Добавлены
все libs мод Xtrme, Эсдман и Савитар MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova-TlnNeun-V1.3.030119.0645.ap k Приложение 4714618 Новости MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova версия : - Все функции работают хорошо - Новости значок Эта версия хорошо работает для устройств, которые используют jpeg в видоискателе MGC_6.1.021
V1.0.030119.0705.apk Приложение 4714619 Для режима Top Shot : - Установить последний : Google Фотографии (Daydream) 4.11.0.23505470 1 И Google VR Услуги 1.20.235017259 Приложение 4714617 Последняя игровая площадка (был AR наклейки) 2.2.190204106 Версия Все Pack ChangeLog Обновление : - Детская
площадка 2.2.190204106 - Любовь 1.0.190128046 И пакет : - Marvel Studios Мстители 1.0.181204016 - Странные вещи 1.1 .181203016 - Последние джедаи 1.0.181130016 - Домашние животные 1.0.181202026 - Знаки 1.0.181130026 - Погода 1.0.181130016 - Путешествия 1.0.181129066 - Спорт 1.0.181127016 Установка с
детской площадкой : - Baby Gambino 1. 0.190115166 - Food 1.1.1.181203016 - Winter 1.1.181002076 Only for phones with official ARCore support : list of supported phones 1. Download and install the latest ARCore or phone only without official support : 1. Method for unofficial devices without official support Last Playground
2.2.190204106 2. Download and install the playground ( Android 9 ) 618MB : Playground_All_Pack_V2.0build-2.2.190204106.apk set and enjoy Version No Pack ChangeLog Update : - Children's Playground 2.2.190204106 - No packaging - For phones with or without official ARCore support Last Playground 2.2.190204106 1. Download
and install the playground ( Android 9 ) 43MB : Playground_No_Pack_V2.0build-2.2.190204106.apk 2. Download the packages you want from APKMirror : all packages set and enjoy a big thank you @S4turno for this theme, his website and all the time and working to make a donation to maintain are the website : Here are a big thank you
to the users who made the donation. March 1, 2019, 08:45 #10 Junior member More Thank you new version, you are the true MVP of this community! Night SIght works well. I found the error though. If you turn on the classic viewer of the photos and you take a picture and then delete it in the app, it only delets the photo in app, but it will
not be removed in the Google Photos app on March 1, 2019, 09:25 AM No #11 quote: Originally published darkb7 Thank you new version, you are the true MVP of this community! Night SIght works well. I found the error though. If you turn on the classic classic viewer and you take a picture and then delete it in the app, it only delets the
photo in the photo gallery app, but it will not be removed in the Google Photos app This is because the classic viewer photo is only capable of local, phone-only action. When a photo has already been uploaded via automatic backup in the full Google Photos app, deleting that photo with the help of a classic viewer will only remove a copy
of the phone and leave the downloaded copy intact; so when you open Google Photos, there's still a photo cloud only a copy. Page 2 March 2, 2019, 06:13 PM No #21 Junior Member More will not allow me to download Hi I can click on the link and get to the download page, but it is not downloaded. Any advice, please  March 2, 2019,
06:56 PM No #22 Senior member of Buenos Aires Read more Quote: Originally published on email protected News MGC_6.021'BSG'Arnova'TlnNeun version : - Fixation menu for Samsung - Fixation motion photo for Photobooth on devices hardware_level_3 - Fixing a touch of green on the front camera on famous devices - Add the
menu exposure - Add maximum allowable memory. - Added switch for front cameras with viewfinder upside down in night mode. - Added switch for power use RAW10 in the front camera - Added switch to use 4K for video in the front camera - Added color transformform from Pixel 3 - Added Saber Auto, On and Off - Slow Motion now
works - Cleaning up multiple codes and something else ... Обновление разработчиков : - Обновление от MGC_6.1.021-MI8'V2e.apk от BSG - Добавить пиксель 3 AWB Mod от BSG, Savitar - Включено Super Res Увеличить для некоторых устройств По san1ty - Fix для некоторых устройств По HomerSp - Исправлена кнопка
кликера кнопки кнопки HomerSp и Urnyx05 - Добавлены все libs мод Xtrme, Эсдман и Савитар MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova-TlnNeun-V1.3.030119.0645.ap k Приложение 4714618 Новости MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova версия : - Все функции работают хорошо - Новости значок Эта версия хорошо работает для устройств,
которые используют jpeg в видоискателе MGC_6.1.021 V1.0.030119.0705.apk Приложение 4714619 Для режима Top Shot : - Установить последний : Google Фотографии (Daydream) 4.11.0.23505470 1 И Google VR Услуги 1.20.235017259 Приложение 4714617 Последняя игровая площадка (был AR наклейки)
2.2.190204106 Версия Все Pack ChangeLog Обновление : - Детская площадка 2.2.190204106 - Любовь 1.0.190128046 И пакет : - Marvel Studios Мстители 1.0.181204016 - Странные вещи 1.1 .181203016 - Последние джедаи 1.0.181130016 - Домашние животные 1.0.181202026 - Знаки 1.0.181130026 - Погода
1.0.181130016 - Путешествия 1.0.181129066 - Спорт 1.0.181127016 Установка с детской площадкой : - Baby Gambino 1. 0.190115166 - Food 1.1.1.181203016 - Winter 1.1.181002076 Phone only ARCore support: A list of supported phones 1. Download and install the latest ARCore or phone only without official support : 1. Method
for unofficial devices without official support Last Playground 2.2.190204106 2. Download and install the playground ( Android 9 ) 618MB 618MB Playground_All_Pack_V2.0build-2.2.190204106.apk install and enjoy the Version Without ChangeLog Package Update : - Playground 2.2.19020204106 - No package - For phones with official
ARCore support or without official support Last Playground 2.2.190204106 1. Download and install the playground ( Android 9 ) 43MB : Playground_No_Pack_V2.0build-2.2.190204106.apk 2. Download the packages you want from APKMirror : all packages set and enjoy a big thank you @S4turno for this theme, his website and all the
time and working to make a donation to maintain are the website : Here are a big thank you to the users who made the donation. This protector for the backrider version, you have another to get the opportunity to accommodate the new rest of the fashion. Please don't spam! The Following 12 Users Say Thank You to NahuelMS For This
Useful Post: [ View ] Gift NahuelMS Ad-Free Al-Bcherrany(4th March 2019), awesomeandroid(5th March 2019), back.rider555(8th March 2019), bgoel4132(2nd March 2019), Bo03(2nd March 2019), Chirag Pal(8th March 2019), Ippokra(2nd March 2019), isrltd(3rd March 2019), nereis(3rd March 2019), rdmack(3rd March 2019),
Sztaniel(2nd March 2019), wapvikas(8th March 2019) 3rd March 2019, 05:19 PM |#23 Senior Member More Some of you who were playing around with RAW (DNG) files on the OP6/T probably noticed that these are somehow wrong in terms of whitebalance, exposure, and are also heavily desaturated. This makes it quite difficult to even
make these DNGs look like their JPEG counterparts. Some time ago Savitar was very helpful and gave me a quick tutorial on how to patch these DNG files created by GCam. So all of the cons mentioned are eliminated and you end up with DNG, which is much easier to edit out of the box. So all the credit to Savitar! This patch is looking
for DNG files stored in pictures/raw (default GCam raw folder). It won't create new files, but will keep existing ones. What you need: - - files with lightning must be extracted in your device's local storage catalog. When all is setup, start exiftool, tap on the advanced settings button at the top right, select Execute command and insert this
code: Quote: -overwrite_original -m -ProfileName=Adobe Standard -BaselineExposure= -ProfileHueSatMapDims=90 30 1 -ProfileHueSatMapData1&lt;=/storage/emulated/0/satData1.bin -ProfileHueSatMapData2&lt;=/storage/emulated/0/satData2.bin -ProfileLookTableDims=36 8 16 -
ProfileLookTableData&lt;=/storage/emulated/0/lookdata.bin -ColorMatrix2=1.2341 -0.666 0.0994 -0.2806 1.0683 0.2451 0.0127 0.0727 0.5789 -ColorMatrix1=1.0612 -0.4169 -0.1001 -0.3982 1.2675 0.1412 -0.0558 0.162 0.5206 -ForwardMatrix2=0.4187 0.4351 0.1105 0.1772 0.7902 0.0326 0.047 0.001 0.7772 0.4079 0.1337 0.1871
0.7745 0.0384 0.0618 0.0047 0.7586 /storage/emulated/0/Pictures/Raw /storage/emulated/0/Pictures/Raw -ext dng (add it to favorites for future use) Depending on how many DNG files you have stored on your device, the fix may take some time. When the process is complete, you will receive a composite log. Keep in mind that this patch
does not detect already-corrected DNG files. There is no harm in re-fixing the patch again, except as it takes longer depending on the number of files. The results speak for themselves: before and after the DNG files have been corrected. All screenshots show raw materials after downloading DNG in Photoshop Express. Attached by
Thumbnails march 4, 2019, 03:02 PM No #24 About red coloring in Pixel3 AWB , I read it in some other device forums, suggested to turn saturation to 0.7 to get natural skin color and not overexpond red. Try March 7, 2019, 08:05 AM No #25 More @back.rider5555 Can you add all the libs or at least the last 2 libs of this version of GCam
(MGC_6.1.021'BSG-Arnova-based_v.1.4a'TlnNeun.apk) because it's good for N7P. March 7, 2019, 12:05 p.m. no #26 Glad to inform you that this port works perfectly with EIS on Nokia 6.1 March 8, 2019, 06:40 HNAM (#27 Senior Member More What is Sabre? « Что такое «Пиксель 3 AWB»? « Что делают «Libs» и какой из них
использовать? « Что такое «Горячая пиксельная коррекция»? « Что такое «Коррекция затенения линз»? « Что такое «Черный уровень»? « Что такое «Шестиугольник DSP»? « Что такое «буферное исправление»? « Что такое «Преобразование цвета Пиксель 3»? « Что такое «множитель недоэкспонированности
HDR»? « Что такое «По умолчанию GCam CaptureSession»? Added to faqs/troubleshooting post. Thread Link here: March 8, 2019, 04:06 PM #28 I edited the OP and added the F.A. section where I explained the appropriate GCam settings goals. I hope that helps. March 8, 2019, 4:19 p.m. #29 Quote: Originally published as Sabre is a
protected email? « Что такое «Пиксель 3 AWB»? « Что делают «Libs» и какой из них использовать? « Что такое «Горячая пиксельная коррекция»? « Что такое «Коррекция затенения линз»? « Что такое «Черный уровень»? « Что такое «Шестиугольник DSP»? « Что такое «буферное исправление»? « Что такое
«Преобразование цвета Пиксель 3»? « Что такое «множитель недоэкспонированности HDR»? « Что такое «По умолчанию GCam CaptureSession»? Added to faqs/troubleshooting. I appreciate that you share this information, but I have several queries: the quoted post above has to do with another topic. As in your previous and
perhaps later posts, try to make it as relevant to this port as possible. Thanks for the head, though. Please include a link to the original post/s where you received the information you share. will appreciate the recognition. March 8, 2019, 04:25 pm -#30 quote: Originally published by AthulSubash I keep getting crashes on Google photos
whenever I take a couple of photos with traffic on. I tried with the backrider 2.3 version and a few other they all crashed when turning traffic on Google photos. When I tried to turn off the hdr I was working properly. Everything else works great just that. This seems to be the problem between GCam ports and Google Photos. I also have no
idea why this is happening, nor how to control and fix it. It plays perfectly in the desktop or elsewhere though. March 8, 2019, 04:28 #31 quote: Originally published by NahuelMS Yes, this happens with other versions from other developers too. It gets stuck when taking multiple photos and changing between modes, such as for selfies or
nightsigth. Oh, sorry for your situation. The fact that it's constantly happening at different GCam ports, the best I could think of is a hard reset, but it's up to you if you want to do it. Page 3 March 1, 2019, 09:25 AM No #11 quote: Originally published darkb7 Thank you new version, you are the true MVP of this community! Night SIght works
well. I found the error though. If you turn on the classic photo viewer and you take a picture, then delete it in the app, it only removes the photo in the app photo gallery, but it will not be removed in the Google Photos app This is because the classic photo viewer is only capable of local action on the phone only. When a photo has already
been uploaded via automatic backup in the full Google Photos app, deleting that photo with the help of a classic viewer will only remove a copy of the phone and leave the downloaded copy intact; so when you open Google Photos, there's still a photo cloud only a copy. March 1, 2019, 10:31am No. #12 Junior Member Read More quote:
Originally published back.rider555 This is because the classic viewer photo is only capable of local, phone-only action. When a photo has already been uploaded via automatic backup in the full Google Photos app, deleting that photo with the help of a classic viewer will only remove a copy of the phone and leave the downloaded copy
intact; so when you open Google Photos, there's still a photo cloud only a copy. Oh, I see, thank you for giving me now! I guess I will delete pics only from the Google Photo app PS: Just noticed that the video sound too low got fixed! You can finally use gcam for video recording yay! March 1, 2019, 12:40 PM (#13 Senior Member Read
More Quote: Originally published email protected news MGC_6.021'BSG-Arnova'TlnNeun version : - Fixing menu for Samsung - Fixing motion photo for Photobooth on devices hardware_level_3 - Fixing green hue on the front camera on famous devices - Add menus - Add maximum allowable memory. - Added switch for front cameras
with viewfinder upside down in night mode. - Added for the power use of raw10 in the front camera - Added switch to use 4K for video in the front camera - Added color transformform from Pixel 3 - Added Saber Auto, On and Off - Slow Motion now works - Cleaning up multiple codes and something else ... Developer update: - - с
MGC_6.1.021-MI8'V2e.apk от BSG - Добавить пиксель 3 AWB Мод BSG, Савитар - Включено Super Res Увеличить для некоторых устройств San1ty - Fix для некоторых устройств По HomerSp - Исправлена кнопка затвора кнопку кнопки проблемы HomerSp и Urnyx05 - Добавлены все libs мод Xtrme, Eszdman и Savitar
MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova-TlnNeun-V1.3.030119.0645.ap k Новости MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova версия : - Все функции работают хорошо - Новости значок Эта версия хорошо работает для устройств, которые используют jpeg в видоискателе MGC_6.1 .021-BSG-Arnova-V1.0.030119.0705.apk Для режима Top Shot : -
Установите последний : Google Фотографии (Daydream) 4.11.0.235054701 и Google VR Услуги 1.20.235017259 Последняя игровая площадка (был AR наклейки) 2.2.2.2.190204106 Версия All Pack ChangeLog Обновление : - Игровая площадка 2.2.190204106 - Любовь 1.0.190128046 И пакет : - Marvel Studios Мстители
1.0.181204016 - Странные вещи 1.1.181203016 - Последние джедаи 1.00.181130016 - Домашние животные 1.0.181202026 - Знаки 1.0.181130026 - Погода 1.0.181130016 - Путешествия 1.0.181129066 - Спорт 1.0.181127016 Установка с детской площадкой : - Baby Gambino 1.0.190115166 - Food 1.1.1.181203016 - Winter
1.1.181002076 Only for phones with official ARCore support : list of supported phones 1. Download and install the latest ARCore or phone only without official support : 1. Method for unofficial devices without official support Last Playground 2.2.190204106 2. Download and install the playground ( Android 9 ) 618MB :
Playground_All_Pack_V2.0build-2.2.190204106.apk set and enjoy Version No Pack ChangeLog Update : - Children's Playground 2.2.190204106 - No packaging - For phones with or without official ARCore support Last Playground 2.2.190204106 1. Download and install the playground ( Android 9 ) 43MB :
Playground_No_Pack_V2.0build-2.2.190204106.apk 2. Download the packages you want from APKMirror : all packages set and enjoy a big thank you @S4turno for this theme, his website and all the time and working to make a donation to maintain are the website : Here are a big thank you to the users who made the donation. None of
this works the night sight..  March 1, 2019, 4:35 p.m. #14 Senior Member of More Hello. Thank you for your work. Flash in night mode works with 2.3? March 1, 2019, 04:50 PM No#15 March 1, 2019, 5:09 p.m. #16 Senior Member Read More: Originally published back.rider5555 Original thread of first posts and discussions here. Hello!
With a lot of GCam ports out there (thanks to the developers), my goal is to make all the necessary functions work on our phone, all the while making things as simple and clean as possible. Unlike existing ports, which have a lot of tweaks to tinker with, I aim for a non-config port that just works well. Please note that I am not a developer
per se. You see, it was just a hobby that I do in my spare time and it came to me to know one day that I want to share my efforts for everyone else. WHAT WORK All photo photos Portrait Mode, Panorama, Photo Sphere) and Video Stuff Night Look Tracking Autofocus Motion Photography Photobooth Lens Blur Slow Motion Auto Lens
Distortion Correction on Faces (for Front Camera) Playground (AR Stickers): download here Running from download lock screen GCam_6.1.021-N7P-test2.3 Changes vs test2.2 : - Redesigned settings page: all settings found at the bottom of the Settings page. - Fixed night sight with Pixel 3 AWB: Night Sight now works with Pixel 3 AWB
switches to. - Added switch for Enable Lens Blur: to fix an error where the app falls when trying to run a video label from the launcher, turn it off. - The app now automatically restarts for every change in GCam settings - the Pixel 3 AWB is now set for default outages: you can switch it back to the GCam settings whenever you like. - Re-
painted GCam settings icons as an app theme: information about the version at the bottom has also been added. NOTE: Fresh installation or clear storage after installation is recommended to clarify individual cases such as failure portrait mode, etc. Known questions: - Click on the focus in video autofocus breaks mode; the workaround
switches to other modes and back again. - The manual balance of white in camera mode does not work, but it works in other modes; In portrait mode and on the front camera, it works with a crane to focus. - 60 FPS video does not work and only produces 30 FPS. I'm also not sure that our phone is even capable of recording 60 FPS in the
first place. - Some reports mention the lag of Google Photos. In my case, the Cleaning Photos cache app did the trick and so far it works fine. The whole purpose of this update is for the Night Sight fix, but I figured I'd do some redesign along the way. I hope you enjoyed it! By the way, I've seen comments, particularly from the original
Stream and Nokia 7 Plus (Global) Facebook Group, that the photos with the Pixel 3 AWB coming out are very different from what they actually see, and sometimes with a hint of red. You see, some people like colors as what their eyes perceive, while others like natural colors without light shades (Pixel 3 AWB does an impressive job of
fixing WB). And as for the red dyes, I don't know why, but I think it's the effect of heavy handling with confit. Again, it all comes down to personal preference: if you feel like it's too aggressive or the red shades are pretty noticeable, you can turn it off. I'll be taking a break from this project for a while again as I get off track from work and
study because of this lol. We need to focus. Again, thanks for the great help to everyone! Download: Previous versions: I WOULD LIKE TO THANK awesome devs for great GCam ports. Of course, special thanks to @Arnova8G2, @cstark27, @S4turno, @Tolyan009, B-S-G, and all on the Nokia 7 Plus Google HDR HDR camera thread
and other social media platforms. Best! @Your effort on this project is really appreciated, Please take a look, I do not work on quality and sharpness as the photos are produced in most cases dark and too much noise etc. March 1, 2019, 08:20 pm #17 senior member Of More just wanted to let you know that your port is running almost
petfectly for the Nexus 6P on Pie custom rom, only the viewfinder in the front of the night camera sight up, but the white is functionally and the work of the work is working. March 2, 2019, 01:18 #18 more than @back.rider555. Can you add all the libs or at least the last 2 libs of this version of GCam (MGC_6.1.021-BSG-Arnova-
based_v.1.4a-TlnNeun.apk) because its good for our N7P.. March 2, 2019, 09:02 #19 Junior member More I continue to get crashes on Google photos when I take a couple of photos with traffic on. I tried with the 2.3 backrider version and a few others and all of them crashed while turning on the traffic on Google Photos. When I tried to
turn off the hdr I was working properly. Everything else works great just that. March 2, 2019, 09:43 #20 Senior member of Buenos Aires Read more quote: Originally published back.rider555 Have you tried cleaning the data/re-installing the application? Or tried to reboot the phone? The most serious case I've experienced so far was when
the app started crashing at the start that I can't use it at all; this happened after re-switching between slow motion. One phone reboot fixed it, however. Yes, this happens with other versions from other developers too. It gets stuck when taking multiple photos and changing between modes, such as for selfies or nightsigth. March 2, 2019,
06:13 NIGHT No #21 Junior Member More will not allow me to download Hi I can click on the link and get to the download page, but it is not downloaded. Any tips, please  Page 4 on March 8, 2019, 04:28 PM No #31 quote: Originally published by NahuelMS Yes, this happens with other versions from other developers too. It gets stuck
when taking multiple photos and changing between modes, such as for selfies or nightsigth. Oh, sorry for your situation. The fact that it's constantly happening at different GCam ports, the best I could think of is a hard reset, but it's up to you if you want to do it. March 8, 2019, 04:31 PM No #32 quote: Originally published by JEMJ Hi I can
click on the link and get to the download page, but it is not downloaded. Any advice, please, do you mean a link to the front page? This brings you straight to Google Drive, where it can be downloaded. Otherwise, you can download it right here. If you're using Chrome on your phone and it's not downloading, try forcing you to close the app
and Download. March 8, 2019, 04:42 #33 senior member of More @backridder, please look at editing this port according to our devices as the image quality kind of look Sharp, clean and detailed My dark themed GCam mod based on XCAMBase_F1_v3 without focus/exposure sliders. March 8, 2019, 11:35 p.m. #34 junior member of San
Pablo More Mistake, taking a few portrait photos I noticed that when you take a lot of portrait photos one by one, the camera will lose some of them while saving/processing. Browsing them in Google Files/Photos shows some damaged files and it also doesn't appear in the viewer's classic photo. I tried to turn off the Save
directly/DCIM/Camera and I think this has reduced this error happening. I just want to let you guys know and also hope to get this fix. March 9, 2019, 04:15 #35 Can you share some comparative images showing that this port produces, say, the best quality? March 9, 2019, 04:29 #36 quote: Originally published Gerald_Lanz I noticed that
when you take a lot of portrait photos one by one, the camera will lose some of them while saving/processing. Browsing them in Google Files/Photos shows some damaged files and it also doesn't appear in the viewer's classic photo. I tried to turn off the Save directly/DCIM/Camera and I think this has reduced this error happening. I just
want to let you guys know and also hope to get this fix. This looks like a bug with Save directly/DCIM/Camera. Sorry about that. I will dismiss the OP regarding this error. At this point, I suppose it's safer we keep the switch turned off. Goodness to be patient, too, as I can't promise that I'll fix it very soon. Thank you! March 9, 2019, 08:17
#37 quote: Originally published back.rider555 It looks like a mistake with Save Directly/DCIM/Camera. Sorry about that. I will dismiss the OP regarding this error. At this point, I suppose it's safer we keep the switch turned off. Goodness to be patient, too, as I can't promise that I'll fix it very soon. Thank you! What makes the option save
directly ... Don't you? I don't see any difference in having it turn on or disabled on March 9, 2019, 9:00am #38 junior member of the @back.rider5555. In video mode, audio Nokia OZAO audio? Thanks for your abundant efforts to offer for our devices, such an amazing gcam port. March 9, 2019, 12:53 #39 Senior Member Read More:



Originally published as Bours @back.rider5555. In video mode, audio Nokia OZAO audio? Thanks for your abundant efforts to offer for our devices, such an amazing gcam port. No  March 9, 2019, 05:22 pm #40 Junior Member Read More Hello ! The zoom (video) doesn't work. The front-facing camera does not support full resolution
(16 mpx) it be set to a maximum of 4 mpx. Please improve this feature. Thanx March 9, 2019, 05:28 p.m. #41 Senior Member Read More Quote: Originally published mateusiak22 Hello ! The zoom (video) doesn't work. The front-facing camera does not support full resolution (16 mpx) it can be installed up to a maximum of 4 mpx. Mpx.
improve these features. Thanx Please do a little research before posting any questions ! Thank You Page 5 April 11, 2018, 09:11 H.C. No #2 Senior Member More You tried to install the last gcam APK port? April 12, 2018, 2:06 a.m. (#3 OP Junior Member chennai More No. if gcam works well, I will consider the possibility of buying a
phone that is not yet released in India on April 15, 2018, 02:24 PM No #5 Junior Member More Can confirm that the fashions based on Arnova8G2 are working on my new Nokia 7 plus. XDA Link: 3541 that the Nokia camera app doesn't come even close to the results of gcam mods. I've noticed often very high exposure in daylight and
much more simple in low light (aggressive ISO build up) settings. April 15, 2018, 05:41 PM (#6 OP Junior Member chennai More Quote: Originally published by RolloBollo Can confirm that fashion-based Arnova8G2 are working on my new Nokia 7 plus. yesterday was released a new version (GoogleCamera-Pixel3Mod) with some
improvements in user interface and speed (with a higher HDR option) I noted. XDA Link: 3541 that the Nokia camera app doesn't come even close to the results of gcam mods. I've noticed often very high exposure in daylight and much more simple in low light (aggressive ISO build up) settings. Thank you.. For a review of Google's
camera on Nokia 7 plus April 16, 2018, 02:01 PM No #7 Junior Member Read more on April 16, 2018, 04:46 PM No #8 Junior Member Citation Read more: Originally published leoneoleoneo Nokia 7 plus does not support 1080p 60s video. Does this app make it available on your phone's camera? Thanks as a Nokia camera I can only
choose between different 4K, 1080p, 720p resolutions, but no frames. I haven't found any tweaks in the developer options either. Maybe there is a setting in gcam mod I do not know to change the frame rate (the chipset should support this), but testvideo I recorded on 30FPS. April 17, 2018, 10:28 AM -#9 Senior Member More April 17,
2018, 07:19 PM #10 Junior Member More is reason to believe that the Pixel apk camera app will also bring 4k video stabilization to the Nokia 7 Plus useful way? This phone seems to be ticking every box except for that one... I saw a video stabilizing through the Pixel app made on the Xiaomi A1, but the results were just meh. Nokia
however has a more capable Snapdragon 660. April 17, 2018, 8:37 PME No #11 Junior Member Read More: Originally iamwyim @RolloBollo, could you if you could make a few shots at night or in the evening, so we can clearly see the differences between the GCam and The Nokia Camera Pro in low light? Can be made, the first set
30min up, 2nd set 25 25 After and the third set 40min after sunset with a little light from the apartment above. All shots were made free-handed in automatic mode with HDR forced. Nokia cam tends to be more inconsistent during subsequent shots, the best of the 3 shots were selected. Lighting in real stuff is always the closest thing on a
gcam, but both are overexposed in low light, resulting in more light than it actually was. Page 6 vBulletin Post there are no streams newer than the previous one. Click Back in the browser to get back to it. This is. google pixel 3 camera apk for nokia 7 plus
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